2010 INTER-FAITH CONFERENCE
OF WORLD RELIGIONS
(SATURDAY, OCTOBER 09, 2010 @ Darul Uloom Institute, Fl.)

Presented by:

THE ISLAMIC SUNRISE of South Florida

Pays Tribute To

The Late Imaam Mahamad Isakh.

➢ A Calling on all Supporters and Members of INTER-FAITH.

➢ A Calling on all Supporters of PEACE & TRANQUILITY.

➢ A Special Calling on all Leaders of various MUSLIM DENOMINATIONS.

THIS IS NOT A FUNDRAISING EVENT.

This is a Public forum where Leaders of the World's MOST Prominent Religions Exemplarily Share a Common Platform.

NEW THIS YEAR.

A Representative from the:-
➢ SIKH &
➢ SHIA [2nd MUSLIM Majority] Communities.

Assigned Topic: What my Religion is Doing to Bring about PEACE in the World.

Theme:

"The Holy Qur’aan DOES NOT incite Muslims to Kill NON-MUSLIMS."